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Original Objectives 
1.To identify novel 3D imaging biomarkers associated with progression of pre-clinical 
states to clinical knee OA 
2.To be co-applicants on an upcoming EU application 
 
Proposed Outcomes: 3D imaging biomarkers which will provide prediction of disease 
progression, stratification for OA intervention studies, and for current chondral and 
meniscal surgeries. Success will be measured by evidence of publication and new grant 
awards.  
 
To achieve the above aims each Institute (University of Leeds and Lund University) took the 
lead on individual projects in conjunction with imaging analysis experts Imorphics. Results 
from each project were shared between the two Institutes at our regular project meetings, 
with both groups contributing towards the interpretation of study results for all projects. 
The results of all projects are described in more detail below. 
 
1. The relationship between three-dimensional knee MRI bone shape and total knee 
replacement (led by the University of Leeds) 
To examine the predictive validity of our 3D bone shape biomarkers, we investigated the 
relationship between 3D bone shape and progression to total knee replacement in patients 
with, or at risk of, knee OA from the NIH Osteoarthritis Initiative. This nested case-control 
study of 310 TKR cases and 310 control cases found that 3D bone shape was positively 
associated with TKR, with femoral shape being the most predictive. 
 
2. The relationship between 3D MRI bone shape and prevalent and incident frequent 
symptoms in radiographic and pre-radiographic knee osteoarthritis (led by the University 
of Leeds) 
 Incident persistent knee symptoms (IPKS) may represent early knee osteoarthritis (OA). 
MRI-detected OA bone pathology is associated with prevalent frequent knee symptoms 
(PFKS) and IPKS in ‘at-risk’ knees without radiographic OA. We investigated the relationship 
between our 3D knee bone shape biomarkers and PFKS and IPKS in all individuals within the 
OAI cohort and within an ‘at-risk of knee OA’, pre-radiographic cohort. We found that 3D 
bone shape vectors are associated with concurrent frequent knee symptoms of OA but not 
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with incident persistent symptoms. 
 
3. Marked and rapid change of bone shape in acutely ACL injured knees (led by Lund 
University) 
We have investigated knee bone shape change over the first five years after acute anterior 
cruciate ligament (ACL) injury in participants of the randomized controlled KANON-trial 
(n=121). 3D shape modeling over 5 years after acute ACL injury revealed rapid bone shape 
changes, already evident at 3 months. The bone-change pattern after ACL injury 
demonstrated flattening and bone growth on the outer margins of the condyles similar to 
that reported in established knee OA.  
 
4. 3D knee bone shape predisposes to ACL rupture (led by Lund University) 
Building on the results of project 3, which suggested that at least one feature of femoral 
shape (the width of the notch) increases the risk of ACL injury, we compared the shape of all 
knee bones (femur, patella and tibia) of those in the KANON study immediately after injury 
and before treatment, with a control group of healthy knees from middle aged individuals 
from the OAI. We found that the shapes of the femur, tibia and patella are all involved in 
differentiating between the two groups. The classification of the KANON and Non-OA 
groups is excellent, and it seems likely that young healthy individuals could be identified as 
those at risk, and advised to pursue sports with less chance of high impact injury.  
 
5. Do knees with early and rapid bone shape changes after ACL injury develop 
radiographic knee OA within 10 years after injury? (led by Lund University) 
The KANON-trial sample is closely monitored longitudinally and has weight bearing 
radiographs obtained at 5 and 10 years after injury. We are investigating the relation 
between 3D bone shape change within the first 6 months after injury and radiographic OA 
at 5 and 10 years after injury as determined by the OARSI-atlas. Collection of 10 year data 
was finalized in 2016 and an experienced reader has assessed the radiographs. Analyses are 
on going and will be made public as soon as the clinical data from the 10 year follow up are 
published. 
 
Success measures 
1. This award has led to 3 publications (one published, two in preparation) and 2 conference 
abstracts (one oral presentation).  
 
2. On the basis of the 3D imaging biomarkers evolved through this grant, the applicants 
were part of a successful IMI application, APPROACH-OA, which will utilise these biomarkers 
to further explore the relationship of bone to OA development and progression.   
 
Links to publications  
 
Publications 
The relationship between three-dimensional knee MRI bone shape and total knee 
replacement-a case control study: data from the Osteoarthritis Initiative. Barr AJ, Dube B, 
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Hensor EM, Kingsbury SR, Peat G, Bowes MA, Sharples LD, Conaghan PG. 
Rheumatology (Oxford). 2016 Sep;55(9):1585-93. doi: 10.1093/rheumatology/kew191. 
 
Marked and rapid change of bone shape in acutely ACL injured knees – an exploratory 
analysis of the KANON trial. Bowes MA, Lohmander LS, Wolstenholme C, Vincent GR, 
Conaghan PG, Frobell RB. Manuscript in preparation. 
 
The relationship between 3D MRI bone shape and prevalent and incident frequent 
symptoms in radiographic and pre-radiographic knee osteoarthritis: data from the 
Osteoarthritis Initiative. Barr AJ, Dube B ,Hensor EMA, Kingsbury SR, Frobell RB, Bowes MA, 
Sharples LD, Peat G, Conaghan PG. Manuscript in preparation for Osteoarthritis and 
Cartilage. 
 
Conference abstracts 
Three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging knee bone shape predicts total knee 
replacement: data from the Osteoarthritis Initiative.  Barr A, Dube B, Hensor E, Kingsbury S, 
Peat G, Sharples L, Bowes M, Conaghan PG. EULAR 2015 (oral presentation) 
 
3D knee bone shape predisposes to ACL rupture: Data from the Osteoarthritis Initiative and 
the KANON study. Bowes MA, Lohmander LS, Conaghan PG, Frobell R. Abstract submitted to 
OARSI 2017 
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